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A special interview with LineOMatic's Founder and Proprietor, Uday Patel and the gen-next in his company,
Swapnil Patel to celebrate the World Book Day.
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What if the storybooks came alive, not just in children's imagination
but on their gadgets? A whole new world of opportunities for
storytellers, educators, and toy-makers!
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Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-lled, FAQ-format articles by K. Panthala Selvan,
an UGRA certied expert and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based Pressman Academy
for Print Education and Resources.
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THE THE
BEST*
LEGACY JUST GOT
CONTINUES BETTER

Presenting The Innovative imagePRESS C10000VP
The innovative imagePRESS C10000VP takes digital color printing to the next level. It uses various proven and upgraded
Color Control technologies like Auto Gradation Adjustment, Auto Correct Color Tone,Shading Correction and Multiple Density
Adjustment Technology. This Powerful Print Engine driven by Hyper RIP Print Servers reliably delivers print speeds of up to
100 PPM and consistency at 350 GSM without compromising on Quality and offers an excellent return on investment for
busy Graphic Art environment.

Salient Features
100 PPM
Digital Color
Printing

2400 X 2400 DPI
Print Quality with
256 grey Levels

Gloss Optimized
Offset like Print
Smoothness

Media Handling
Upto 350 GSM

*Canon imagePRESS C70XXVP was voted as Winner of “Popular ColorCut Sheet Digital Press” in Print WeekIndia June 2013 Online Polls

Enhanced Texture
Media Printing

To Register For

Demo SMS "CANPP" to 575758

7th & 8th Floor, Tower-B, Building # 5, DLF Epitome, DLF Phase III, Gurgaon - 122002 Ph.: 0124-4160000 Fax: 0124-4160011
www.canon.co.in/ppp, Call: 1800 180 3366 (Toll Free) or 39010101 ( prefix your city code while calling)

210X290 mm

Supports Paper
Length Upto
762 MM
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By now most of you in the industry would be aware that our twin Mumbai
Associations have unequivocally recommended to industry members that
an ‘immediate’ and ‘no-compromise’ increase of 15% in prices for print
and packaging rates be brought into effect.
To make that point clear, we have in the bygone weeks, issued to your
attention certain letters and circulars. We hope you are working on these
with sincere intention and speed.
So as to catalyse the process and amplify our intention – loud and clear,
we have also activated the entire network of Associations via the aegis of
All India Federation of Master Printers to follow this mission.
In the last few days we also held a Press Conference and PR exercise on
April 13th, 2017. This was held at the venue of Press Club, Mumbai; and
has been a well-attended event by mainline newspapers and electronic
media as well. In the coming days and weeks we will see more of that
event’s effect play out as these media houses file their stories and reports.
At this conference, we have also highlighted the situations that bring us
to this path and the series of crossroads we face as print and packaging
providers – from not being recognized as an Industry despite the
employment volume we generate, to the precarious position faced by our
trade over mounting and continuous upwards spiral of input costs and RM
especially Paper and Paper Board and the unscrupulous basis of Reverse
Auctioning.
We reasoned it before the Press that the steps that lead us to make out this
clarion call is with the specific intensity with which paper and paperboard
prices have risen unabatedly (with no end in sight either) and dramatically
in the bygone weeks.
1. Products made of Recycled boards – up 15%
2. Products made of Kraft – up 35%
3. Products made of FBB/SBS/VAP boards – up 10%
4. Products made of Maplitho and other papers – up 15%
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Today, we take this opportunity to share with you few reports and stories
that have been published in leading newspapers till date. Refer to Page 21.
The point we wish to emphatically drive is – GO OUT AND OBTAIN THIS
LEGITIAMTE PRICE RISE - 15% and ENCOURAGE YOUR INDUSTRY PEERS
TO PURSUE IT WITH ZEAL, PASSION, DETERMIANTION and WITHOUT
DISTINCTION.
Help us help you.
Long live Print and Packaging!
Mehul A. Desai

Tushar Dhote

All rights reserved. For internal circulation only.
Views expressed by the contributors are their personal and not necessarily
that of The Bombay Master Printers’ Association and Mumbai Mudrak Sangh.
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What if the storybooks came alive, not just in children’s
imagination but on their gadgets? A whole new world of
opportunities for storytellers, educators, and toy-makers!

In a special interview with LineOMatic’s Founder and
Proprietor, Uday Patel and the gen-next in his company,
Swapnil Patel share the secrets of their business that
makes them the ‘rulers of the ruling Industry’. Print
Bulletin brings this special feature to celebrate April 23,
the World Book Day.

Print for the world of tech

Printed electronics are blurring the lines between the
conventionally printed products and the cutting-edge techproducts; as both use the same printing technologies. Are
you ready to explore this new world of tech?

Lessons in lamination

Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-filled,
FAQ-format articles by K. Panthala Selvan, an UGRA
certified expert and standardisation consultant from the
Chennai-based Pressman Academy for Print Education and
Resources.

TARIFF CARD
Full page

:

10000

Half page

:

5500

Double spread :

20000

11.7" x 16.5"

Centre spread :
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11.7" x 16.5"

Back cover
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20000

11.7" x 8.25"
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15000
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Classified
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3.5” x 2.5”

:

11.7" x 8.25"
(V)11.7" x 4.1" or (H) 5.85" x 8.25

Advertisement add 3 mm for Bleed.
* ‘For sale’ etc. ads for members only.

A unique discount is available on annual contracts.
To know more, reach : admin@bmpa.org,
ex.sec@mumbaimudraksangh.org
Payments to be issued vide cheque favouring:
Mumbai Mudrak Sangh.
All artworks to be supplied in hi-res PDF or convert to curves CDR format

Line-O-Matic Factory at Ahemadabad powered by Solar Panels

SEND US YOUR FEEDBACK
Has something you’ve read in PRINT BULLETIN intrigued or
excited you? Write in and share it with us. We would love to
hear from you, we shall publish a selection of your responses
in the forthcoming issues.
Email us at: ex.sec@mumbaimudraksangh.org
We welcome your emails, while reserving the right to edit
them for length and clarity. By sending us your letters you
permit us to publish it in the magazine. We regret that we
cannot always reply personally to your emails.
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When to invest in digital?

ASSOCIATION NEWS

Puneet Datta, Director, Professional Printing Products, Canon India, categorically told the audience: now is the time
to invest in digital. But, the answer has a lot more than what meets the eyes.
Technology landscape has kept changing since the first printing
machine was launched about a century ago. With each leap of
technology, it has taken lesser time for people to adopt the new
technology. The print added 50 million users in 100 years, the
radio took only 38, and the latest, Facebook added 100 million
users in just nine months.
Today, the technological landscape offers a wide variety of options
to our users and the print is one of them; not ‘the’ one option
any more. And mind you, print maybe one of the most expensive,
compared to the
other options
available. The
measure for
the return on
investment is not
easy for print, say,
compared to the
Internet where we
have clicks, views,
references, and
many more options
in real-time.
Sooner with get
Continuous feed inkjet needs ecosystem development in
India. We have the onus of developing the ecosystem.
to this realisation,
better the chances
for us to participate in the technological revolution as printers.

Don’t ignore the world around you
World over the data is growing exponentially. What is it doing
to our end customer? It is bringing down the attention span.
According to some studies, the average attention span for a
millennial is eight seconds. They spend about three hours daily on
digital platforms. Our content consumption habits are changing.
The silver lining is the same millennial has read a book in the past
year.
All the data that we consume today is more or less personalised
– the news we read, the videos streams we watch, the Facebook
timelines, the Twitter feeds, and much more. The information and
data is presented the way we prefer. Personalisation and variable
data is the need of the hour with targeted towards a specific
audience. Communications is targeted to a smaller and smaller
segment; accordingly the advertisement spends are changing.
This is the age of mass personalisation!
Another opportunity for the printers in India is specific to the
market. Unlike global trends where volumes are decreasing,
capacity utilisation is low, the India and China market are
growing. Printers here have a plethora of opportunities that the
rest of the world does not have; printers here need to play their
cards in sync with the demands of the market.
Consolidation is inevitable. Growing markets install capacity at
the time of growth, however, without consolidation margins will
not grow and stabilise at truly profitable levels.

On March 5 this year, the Bombay
Master Printers’ Association’s (BMPA)
initiative, Share-to-Benefit (StB),
broadened it reach by opening up
the knowledge sharing platform to the larger audience of the
association’s members. StB-BMPA organised ‘StB Broad Share’
at JK Banquet in Prabhadevi, Mumbai. Over 40 members
attended the event where two back-to-back knowledge-packer
sessions were presented by Puneet Datta, Director, Professional
Printing Products, Canon India, and Darshan Shah, Senior
Manager, Product Excellence, Tally ERP.
Out of conviction that sharing knowledge is the key to progress
and grow as an industry, BMPA began the StB sessions in
2007. Only a handful members became a part of the initiative,
and openly shared their experiences, concerns, solutions to the
problems, and learnings when they met every month at a part
of the StB initiative. Soon, the initiative expanded the learning
opportunities with field visits and small-group interactions
with field experts from a variety of fields.
“We are in the 11th year now. Normally it would be an StB
meeting of the 20 members, discussing things in a closed,
small room amongst ourselves.” Speaking on the ocassion,
Faheem Agboatwala, the Chairperson of the StB forum and
the member of the managing committee of BMPA, said, “It
was important for us to take the intense knowledge-sharing,
we enjoyed as a group, to the general members of BMPA. StB
Broad Share is an attempt to broaden the base of sharing so
all the members can benefit from the learning through this
platform.”

Innovation is the key
The world is no more about digital or conventional printing.
According to a Smithers Pira report, the digital will taper off by
2025; the double digit growth the segment is witnessing has a
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very small window. But what will sustain the digital technology
is the way it enables innovation, personalisation, and offers
better customer experience. Customer experience is going to be
the key driver going forward.

What is our business?
Our business, as printers, is ‘creating impressions’ – be those
impressions for packaging, books, catalogues or for the digital
platforms, or a wide range of customers with different needs.
One of the customer demands today is customisation for the
digital platform. We need to think about it as printers.
So when is the time to invest in digital?
“The time to invest in digital is ‘now’; that is my answer as
a marketer,” said Mr Datta. He, however, detailed it further.
Like any other technology, digital will follow a natural curve
of technology adoption. The early adopters will invest in a
buddying technology; and in the proportion of their risk they
will earn profits. The safe adopters, the stage we are in India,

have the choice of adopting the technology and earning profits,
however, the competition will intensify and the technology
will go mainstream quickly; at least at a quicker rate than the
exclusivity enjoyed by the risk-taking early adopters of the
technology.
As much as the technological investments matter, focus on
customer requirements and providing excellent customer
experience is going to be the key to success for any business,
print is no exception. It is, therefore, crucial for each one
of you to decide when is the best time for you to adopt the
new technology given your customer segment, the current
infrastructure, the investment capacity, and the appetite for
growth with new technology.
To watch Puneet Datta’s entire presentation
follow the link: https://goo.gl/zecVlY or visit
BMPA’s YouTube channel at BMPACTP or scan
the QR code below to watch the video on
your smartphone.



XEROX PRESENTS GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES IN BOOKS
Digitally produced book pages in Western Europe and the US will surpass 160 billion pages in 2019. It is estimated that
over 40 billion colour catalogue pages will be printed annually on digital devices in Western Europe and the US. During
Hunkeler Innovationdays 2017 at Lucerne, Switzerland, print providers packed two forums to hear from Xerox along with
some of the biggest names in book publishing and catalogue marketing – such as Pearson, HarperCollins and Hachette –
about how to exploit these market opportunities.
“The publishing industry needs help in understanding what digital
printing can do to help them to remain efficient and competitive as
their business models change,” said Marco Boer, Vice President – IT
Strategies.

Boosting revenue with catalogues
Today, many brands use personalised catalogues to strengthen
customer experiences and loyalty while driving online and in-store
sales. To reduce costs, marketers are moving away from large, often
costly, generalised catalogues in favour of smaller, more segmented catalogues with fewer pages. Static or versioned,
catalogues are expected to further decline. The economics and capabilities enabled by inkjet printing make it feasible to
target individuals using personalisation elements such as variable covers, inserts and special offers.
A recent InfoTrends study found that nearly seven out of ten consumers consult catalogues before making a purchase.
Another Xerox-InfoTrends study found that revenue can be three times greater when catalogues are personalised and
relevant to the recipient. “The personalised catalogue is the only intrusive medium you have – it goes into peoples’ homes
and it demands their attention,” said Andrew Wilson, Founder and Director, Direct Commerce Ltd. “Personalisation and
relevancy are extremely important in today’s market. You have to sell your company’s brand and ethos to your consumers
before you can sell them your products. Retailers must have a communications strategy that is relevant to the activity and
loyalty of customers.”
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Get. Set. GST.
Goods and Services Tax, the revolutionary and reformative tax regime is going to be implemented in this fiscal.
Darshan Shah, Senior Manager, Product Excellence, Tally ERP, tells you how best to prepared for the change.
“I am not some knowledgeable person; I am a commerce
graduate from Mumbai. I am going to talk to you about the
Goods and Service Tax (GST) law in the simple terms as I
understood them,” Mr Shah placed all his cards on the table right
at the beginning of his presentation. What followed was truly a
rock-star-like engaging and interactive presentation about the
complex tax regime!

One nation, one tax
“We are welcoming GST.” Mr Shah said, “Maharashtra has ranked
second for registration under the new tax regime. This is a good
news.” He further cleared the concept of one nation, one tax in
more simplicity.
There are many tax rates and components within the GST.
Therefore, one may ask: how is it a one nation one tax regime?
It is simple. For a businessperson GST will subsume most of the
indirect taxes levied by the union and the state governments
in India. The GST will also allow the business community to
seamlessly deposit and take credit for the taxes. This seamless
transaction is what makes GST a lot more efficient, simple and
‘one’ tax for business persons. The business community will not
have to deal with multiple tax regimes and rates across states,
a single registration for GST will work across
states and India. GST will have one product one
tax across the nation.

Book-keeping discipline
The centrally controlled, Internet-based, tax network created
to facilitate GST aids quick and efficient tax and return filing
each month. However, to be able to do it, one must have the
accounts in sync with the tax network. At present, most of the
small and medium the businesses maintain their own books
of accounts. Based on these records the chartered accountants
(CA) and tax consultants (TA) build their data to arrive at the tax
liabilities. And the tax is paid basis the CA’s or the TA’s data. It
is better that the data-set is exactly the same with the business,
the CA or the TA, and the one file with the tax authorities.
GST, being a technology-based tax regime, demands of the
businesses to follow a certain book-keeping discipline. Tally, as
an accounting software package and as an interface with the
GST network, enables the businesses to seamlessly maintain
books and file returns with the least amount of errors.
Almost 2-hours long presentation by Darshan Shah was full of
examples, real-life situations and case studies. He used plenty
of examples to explain the complex GST transactions, filing of
tax returns, and the processes for tax or return disparities. Print
Bulletin team, therefore, encourage you to watch Mr Shah’s

Destination-based tax
“GST is a destination-based or consumptionbased tax. Unlike the current tax regime,
for example excise, that charges for the
manufacturing or the source production,
the states with greater manufacturing
capacity benefit.” Mr Shah added, “The state
governments offer special concessions for
businesses to set up manufacturing in their
state. Tata’s Nano plant in Gujarat for example.
These states will faces initial losses in the
initial phase of GST. Their manufacturing will
not give them the tax revenues, but only the
consumption of the goods will earn them
revenues through GST.”
The states with higher population and greater consumption
will benefit from the GST regime. The goods manufactured in
Maharashtra, but sold in Gujarat will earn tax to Gujarat in an
interstate sale. The components of state (S-GST), central (C-GST),
and integrated (I-GST) tax within the GST framework are meant to
apportion tax revenues earned out of GST to the particular state.

The GST presentation by Mr Shah was truly a rock-star-like engaging
and interactive presentation about the complex tax regime.

entire presentation by following the two links: https://goo.
gl/9tcF7a and https://goo.gl/fSGe56 or visit BMPA’s YouTube
channel at BMPACTP and access the videos, or scan the QR code
below to watch the video on your smartphone.
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ABB ACQUIRES B&R
Global industry automation leader ABB recently announced
the acquisition of B&R, the largest independent provider
focused on product- and software-based, open-architecture
solutions for machine and factory automation worldwide.
The combination will result in an unmatched, comprehensive
offering for customers of industrial automation, by pairing
B&R’s innovative products, software and solutions for modern
machine and factory automation with ABB’s world-leading
offering in robotics, process automation, digitisation and
electrification.
Through the acquisition, ABB expands its leadership in
industrial automation and will be uniquely positioned to seize
growth opportunities resulting from the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. In addition, ABB takes a major step in expanding
its digital offering by combining its industry-leading portfolio
of digital solutions, ABB Ability, with B&R’s strong application
and software platforms, its large installed base, customer
access and tailored automation solutions.
Both companies have complementary portfolios. ABB is a
leading provider of solutions serving customers in utilities,
industry and transport & infrastructure. B&R is a leading
solution provider in the automation of machines and factories

for industries such as plastics, packaging, food and beverage.
The joint commitment to open architecture increases customer
choice and flexibility facilitating connectivity in increasingly
digitised industries.
B&R, founded in 1979 by Erwin Bernecker and Josef Rainer
is headquartered in Eggelsberg, Austria, employs more than
3,000 people, including about 1,000 R&D and application
engineers. It operates across 70 countries including India,
generating sales of more than US$600 million (2015/16)
in the $20 billion machine and factory automation market
segment. ABB too has over 40 offices in India, including the
headquarters and research and robotics centre in Bengaluru,
Karnataka.
Innovation is at the heart of both companies. B&R invests more
than 10 percent of its sales in R&D and employs more than
1,000 people in R&D and application engineering. ABB spends
US$1.5 billion annually on R&D and employs some 30,000
technologists and engineering specialists. Going forward, ABB
and B&R will continue to invest considerably in R&D.
Follow the link to know more about this news: https://goo.gl/
am71Ab



FLINT EXTENDS RANGE OF NOVASET COATINGS
Flint Group has completed a major investment in additional capacity, in its water-based coatings site in Willstaett
Germany. The increase in output enables them to expand their range of speciality coatings with several new formulations which are launched to the global market today.
Commenting on the expansion of production and the launch of the new products, Romain Boulot, VP Sales and Global
Strategy Sheetfed, was eager to explain, “Before the new capacity was finalised, we were working at full productivity to
service our packaging converter and commercial print customers. Our reputation for high quality, reliable and very stable
batch-to-batch consistency has been key to our success. We now want to offer a complete range of speciality coatings in
order to fulfil the most challenging application needs of our customers.”
The new Novaset speciality coatings range includes soft touch, high gloss direct food contact, blister, in-mould, barrier,
anti-slip, anti-curl and temperature resistant versions, as well as coatings that do not require hazardous labels, which
when added to the standard Novaset range creates a complete portfolio.
“What makes this more exciting,” continued Mr. Boulot, “is that we can work closely with our customers to formulate
coatings to exactly meet their specific needs and produce test batches in a real production environment, without
interrupting existing supply lines to our customers.” The production expansion in Willstätt comes on the back of extensive
research into the market for coatings, which highlighted the need for more complex product technologies and special
effects.
All of the new products are available now and further details can be obtained by e-mailing sheetfed@flintgrp.com
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Color C70 Launched In India
Xerox India announced the launch of the enhanced version of
its popular Xerox Color C70 Printer with the all new Fiery NX
Pro at PrintPack 2017 in February this year. For the first time, a
high end RIP will be available in the entry production printing
space along with substantial feature upgrades focused on the

The Xerox Color C60/C70 was awarded the 2016 Buyers Laboratory
Production Printer PRO Award for its reliability and above
average colour stability on both uncoated and coated media.

media handling capabilities. These capabilities make it easier
to handle a wider range of substrates to include lightweight
media (60 gsm) often used for dictionaries along with heavier,
more challenging stocks (256 gsm two-sided/300 gsm onesided) used for cards or invitations including textured media.
Speaking at the event, Balaji Rajagopalan, Executive Director,
Technology, Channels and International Distributor Operations,
Xerox India said, “With the updates made to the awardwinning Xerox Color C70 Printer, we are trying to ensure that

our customers are provided with features associated with
our high-end production printers at the cost of an entry-level
printer. The enhanced version allows small businesses and
manufacturers to enhance and expand the applications they
create with increased substrate flexibility and greater image
quality accuracy. We are confident that the enhancements
will raise the interest for the presses in SMBs & help us grow
our share in the digital printing industry. Additionally, we
showcased the Xerox Versant 80 with variety of applications
done by our customers across India. It has already seen a
great response in the market and we are looking forward to
sustaining the momentum for this year as well.”
The software updates and feature enhancements makes
Xerox Color C70 Printer a cost-effective digital printing
option for a wide range of printing needs, opening up
application opportunities to print environments of any size,
inclusive of synthetics, rugged polyester labels, menus,
carbonless paper, never-tear paper, transfer papers, magnets,
signs and vinyl window clings.
The Xerox C70 unique EA Toner with Ultra Low Melt
technology, fuses the image to synthetic media in a
chemically bonding way. It also provides excellent cost
saving capabilities by reducing power consumption in
standby mode by 44% compared to a resistance heating
device and consumes 1/6th of the total energy consumed by
most of the digital press available in this segment.
The products will be available in India through Xerox’
extensive channel partner network of over 150 partners
across the country, at an attractive price range.

A PRINT PRODIGY IS NO MORE
April 18 was the dark day for the print fraternity at large and for the many
students, friends, colleagues, and followers of the print-expert Abhijit
Pandit. He started as an apprentice at his family press in the then small
town of Nashik in Maharashtra; he went to study print at the famous
Hauchler Studio; and returned to India to persuade the print industry here
to focus on producing German-like quality.
Mr Pandit had a long career with Manugraph and TechNova, but he will
be remembered for his contribution to the printing industry as a seasoned
trainer who could accept anything but the best with ink-on-paper. Ramu
Ramanathan of PrintWeek India writes in his piece on the PrintWeek India’s
The print-expert and the master-printer Abhijit Pandit
website: “He loathed mediocrity. He loathed the chalta hain attitude.
He said, I have no talent for print life in this country, it seems. So he found solace in conducting seminars and workshops on
quality and standardisation.”
The only and true homage by the Indian printing industry to the immensely knowledgeable and relentless print-expert Mr Pandit
will be what he wrote on his LinkedIn profile: single-focused on quality and standardisation.
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HP India flaunts Indigo at Print Pack 2017
In February this year, HP India (HP) showcased the Indigo
12000 and 7900 photo version digital press, besides a host of
pre-press, post-press, web-to-print solutions for commercial,
photo, publishing, and labels and packaging segments. These
innovations allow more customers to capitalise on the growing
digital opportunities, in the Indian market achieving double digit
growth percentage year-on-year.
Elaborating on HP’s Indigo latest digital presses A. Appadurai,
Country Manager, Indigo and Inkjet Web Press, Graphics
Solutions Business, HP Inc. India said, “We are proud to
showcase the two HP Indigos for the first time in India. The
12000 will be a game changer for the Print and Packaging
industry. The 7900 photo version is a made-for-India product
that has a special super fine blanket, an all-new binary ink
developer, photo specialty inks including light black and lightlight black, along with a few bundled photo specialty software
applications, this product will further strengthen the leadership
we have around professional photo industry.

help in doubling the addressable print resolution. Moving from
800dpi to 1600dpi allows the customers to generate new high
lpi screens, at 220, 270, and even 300lpi (compared to our
standard 175, 200 lpi screens)

A photo perfect Specialist
The HP Indigo 7900 Digital Press is the market-leading SRA3+
format digital sheetfed press, keeping the customers a step
ahead with major innovations in print quality, intelligent
automation and media versatility to reach the highest levels of
productivity. On-press priming enables printing on virtually any
paper for new production possibilities. One Shot technology
prints on specialty substrates including canvas, synthetics,
lenticular, and metallised media. HP SmartStream Mosaic
produces millions of oneof-a-kind products using variable design
technology. The 7900 photo version consists of a new Super
fine blanket for even better photo quality, the new binary ink
developers and Photospeciality software.

New generation for better
performance
The HP Indigo 12000 is the
second-generation HP Indigo
B2 platform, which will
extend the well-established
values of the Indigo 10000.
This will allow customers to
print more every month, with
greater variety and flexibility,
higher quality and increased
reliability. It will also allow
you to seize more business
opportunities and generate
higher margins for the
customer’s businesses. HDLA which stands for High Definition
Laser Array is a whole new writing head system which will

HP Indigo 7900 photo version consists of a new Super
fine blanket for even better photo quality.



GOSS ACQUIRES GRAPHIC AUTOMATION CONTROLS, INC.
As part of its ongoing strategy to establish industry partnerships that deliver value-added solutions for its customers, Goss
International recently announced the acquisition of Graphic Automation Controls, Inc. (GAC) in an asset transaction.
“Goss is focused on growing our aftermarket and service business for our installed base,” says Stan Blakney, Chief
Operating Officer of Goss. “This is the first of many expansions of those capabilities we see in the near term.”
GAC focuses on full PLC integration and control systems upgrades for printing and packaging presses. GAC also provides
on-site service support, fill in plant maintenance and press audit services. Additionally, GAC specialises in obsolete and
hard-to-find electrical parts for the printing and packaging industries.
The acquisition will provide benefits for both Goss and GAC customers by unifying its after-market services network. It
also serves to enhance Goss’ drive and controls upgrade capabilities while strengthening its ability to provide service and
parts to OEM equipment other than Goss.
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A NEXT-GENERATION STORYTELLER
What if the storybooks came alive, not just in children’s imagination but on their gadgets? A whole new world of
opportunities for storytellers, educators, and toy-makers!
Between January 24 and 26 this year, London hosted The Toy
Fair, the UK’s dedicated game and hobby event, showcased the
cutting edge and innovative tech-toys from aground the world.
One particular augmented reality (AR) based innovation is very
interesting for the print-community.

Giving life to the stickers
The journey of Mardles, the company behind the innovative
and interactive product, began in 2014. Sharon, a mother
from the UK was intrigued and inspired by a furniture product
brochure that used AR. She wondered why can’t the AR be
used to make things interesting for children. Sharon joined
hands with her tech-savvy friend James to design and develop
the stickers that come alive in AR.
Mardles has two components – the printed stickers and the

mobile application for Android and iOS mobile platforms. The
stickers contain interesting cartoon characters such as a rocket,
a dinosaur, a turtle and many more. All that one has to do is
buy the stickers from Mardles’ website, receive the shipment,
and stick the stickers on a flat surface. When the stickers are
scanned with the help of Mardles’ free mobile application,
the characters from the stickers come to life with movements,
sounds, and a whole lot of fun.
With the help of the mobile application, the dinosaur can
be moved in the AR world, the rocket can be flown around,
and the turtle can dance to your favourite moves. All the
movements are controlled by the user through the mobile
application. The best part of this application: it does not need
Internet connection to scan and animate the characters from
the stickers.

A museum or an art gallery tour becomes a lot more richly informative and engaging with AR as the visitors can know a lot
more about the displayed works. Image: Kippelboy Under license CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons
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such as social media discussions and reviews; or one can scan
a museum display to watch audio-visual documentary made
about the piece of art or the object on display.

A great learning tool

Layar is a popular augmented reality mobile
application for Android and iOS. It correctly
identified and fetched information from
the LineOMatic advertisement featuring
a QR code. You can use this application to
watch videos featured in Print Bulletin.

Children these days have a wide variety of entertainment and
media sources, therefore, they find reading the conventional
books a bit boring. Or in case of children with learning
disabilities, reading books may not help in acquiring the
necessary language skill during early learning years. Whatever
be the case, with AR technology, many of the educational
materials can be made a lot more interactive and interesting
for children.
Imagine reading a paragraph about the natural water cycle
and seeing it as a graphical presentation; surely the audiovideo presentation will help in better grasping the concept of
water cycle, and make learning a lot more engaging for the
children.

What is AR?

As the computers and graphics capabilities progressed, we
got closer to photorealism. The video games became more
‘realistic’; in a simulated car-race
game one could select the actual
race tracks from around the world
Virtual vs Augmented Reality
to compete against other players.
With the advent of augmented
Virtual reality is an artificial, computerreality, however, the graphics freed
generated simulation or recreation of a real
themselves from computer and
life environment or situation. It immerses
television screens to interact with
the user by making them feel like they are
the surroundings from the real
experiencing the simulated reality first-hand,
world; the latest rage Pokemon Go
primarily by stimulating their vision and hearing.
is the best example of AR.
AR has enabled content-enriched
interaction with our world with
the use of mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets. Point
your device at a place and you
receive the list of restaurants near
by; or you get more information
about the buildings and places
seen in the frame. We experience
this with mobile applications that
‘layer’ the graphical data on the
real-world images seen through
the mobile device’s camera.

Augmented reality (AR) is a technology that
layers computer-generated enhancements atop
an existing reality in order to make it more
meaningful through the ability to interact with it.
AR is developed into apps and used on mobile
devices to blend digital components into the
real world in such a way that they enhance
one another, but can also be told apart easily.

Source: http://www.augment.com/blog/virtualreality-vs-augmented-reality

AR is accessible with print
Another form of AR is more widely used in the retail and
commercial products segment. Want to buy a sofa set? Scan
the product brochure and see how the sofa set will look in
your drawing room. All one has to do is point the device’s
camera to a particular product in the brochure and the
product comes to life, interacting with real world on your
device’s screen. The same technology has found its way into
many applications: scan a colour swatch to see if the shade
matches with your home décor; scan a product barcode in
a departmental store to fetch real-time product information

Endless possibilities
A printed image and the AR mobile
application can create a range
of opportunities. Mardles has
developed colouring books for
children which can be used over
and over again as children colour
the drawings on mobile devices.
At The Toy Fair in London, Mardles
presented the storybooks that come
to life. These are normal-looking,
bedtime storybooks popular
among children and their parents.
Scan a page of the storybook and
the story comes to life on the
mobile application for children to
experience their bedtime stories
in full glory with rich multimedia
content.

Mardles is not the only player in
the field; there are many. There
is plenty of content that pops out from printed pages and
interacts with us. All we need to ask ourselves, are we ready
to be a part of this interesting digital revolution to create and
explore the next generation of business opportunities?
Follow the link
https://goo.gl/cWiWoP
or
scan the QR code to watch the product video.
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Holmen Group Leads in Sustainability
In a recent press communication, Java Paper, Iggesund
Paperboard’s partner in India, announced that the Holmen
Group, Iggesund’s parent company, has been ranked 21 on
the Global 100, an index of the hundred most sustainable
corporations in the world. Holmen Group is the only company
from the forest industry on the prestigious list.
The Global 100 list of the world’s most sustainable corporations
is announced each year at the World Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland. The index has been published by the Canadian
analysis firm Corporate Knights since 2005 and is based on an
overall assessment of how a company handles issues concerning
resource management, employees and financial management.
Almost 5,000 companies have taken part in the assessment,
with the hundred best featuring on the Global 100 index.
“This ranking is the result of dedicated work and the strategic
choices and investments we’ve made for the future, which have
reinforced our sustainability profile. There is no doubt that the
forest has good prospects as a raw material, especially amid a
transition to a bio-economy in which products made from fossil
raw materials are being replaced with renewable alternatives,”
comments Henrik Sjölund, President and CEO of both Holmen
and Iggesund Paperboard.

The Global 100 list, an index published by the Canadian analysis firm Corporate
Knights since 2005, includes world’s most sustainable corporations. It is
announced each year at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland.

Reaching the position on Global 100 is especially important for
Iggesund Paperboard. The company’s products, Invercote and
Incada, target the high-end packaging segment where a good
track record in sustainability is a valuable asset.
“We have been ranked high on indices like the UN Global
Compact Index, Carbon Disclosure Project, and now the Global
100. To repeatedly be acknowledged by these well renowned
indices clearly shows that we are among the most sustainable
companies in the world and is a recognition of the holistic and
long term approach that characterizes our sustainability work”,
says Johan Granås, Sustainability Communications Manager at
Iggesund Paperboard.



INSIGHT GRAPHICS
Kolkata-based Insight Graphics bought the first Omex
iFlex at LabelExpo-India in November last year. The
10-colour all UV press, exhibited at the show and
installed in March this year in Kolkata, features iVision
registration control, quick change die cutting system,
complex matrix re-winder, Hot air dryer, de-lam re-lam
system, web turn-bar, cold foil station and two diecutting stations.

Quick and simple
Several innovations characterise iFlex; all aiming at
simplifying the operators’ work, while achieving the
highest quality output. The press has the shortest web
path in the narrow web printing sector for incredible
savings in the start-up phase. The wastage is below the
transition paper between two prints!

Ashish Shah in the centre with Omet engineers at Insight’s Kolkata facility.

iFlex handles a wide range of sizes, from 5.5 inches to 18 inces for small spending in printing plates production. It is
designed to work continuously, without maintenance stops. It is a robust, silent press, meant for intensive work cycles and
performance, and consistent result.
Insight Graphics lead by Ashish Shah was setup in 1999 and has marked its presence in the East Indian printing and label
industry. “We are confident this machine will produce consistent quality which will meet the current as well as the future
demands of our clients. It will ensure a stead flow of business to us,” says Mr Shah about the latest acquisition.
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CREATING A LINE OF GRO

In a special interview with LineOMatic’s Founder and Proprietor, Uday Patel and the gen-next in his compa
the ‘rulers of the ruling Industry’. Print Bulletin brings this special feature to celebrate April 23, the World

Q

uestion: Please take us through your journey and
the journey of LineOMatic.

Answer: I visited Drupa in 1986 for the first time. That is
where I first thought to myself: if world can work on such
automated platforms, why not me?
In those times, when my father was at the helm of things, we
used to manufacture hand ruling machines. The mills used
to make sheets from paper-rolls. Our client used to purchase
sheets, and those days it came in reams. The client had to cut
the reams into sheets by cutting margins and rulings. This was
time-consuming and labour intensive extra work for our clients
and their operators.
Looking at all these difficulties, I was inspired to start the work
on an automated machine that could ease the pressure off my
clients and their operators. The process began in 1986, and in
1991 we launched our first roll-to-sheet machine. That machine
had 80 m/min speed; we have improved the speed over the
years with improvements in our machines each passing year.
In the meantime, sometime in 2002, we thought of making
an online machine. That’s when we made roll-to-complete
notebook. The automated machine took care of the trouble
of and errors in counting, gathering, pinning, folding, backpressing,
and
long- and
partitioncutting.
First in
Asia, this
machine
delivered
readyto-use
product
from a
roll of
paper in
a single
line. This
machine
has also
improved

The State-of-the-art manufacturing facilities of LineOMatic
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from 150 m/min to 400 m/min over the period.
From the hand-ruling machines, to the first visit to Drupa, to the
semi-automatic machines and now to the complete automatic
machines transforming the notebook industry is our journey for
the past 25 years.

Q

How did your family members come into the
business after you?

A: From our family, it is only Swapnil and I am in the business.
Swapnil is my son-in-law. He played professional cricket; he
played Ranji Trophy when he got married to my daughter. He
played for Gujarat team since he was a part of the Under-14
team. Cricket is his passion.
After marring to my daughter, I suggested that as a longterm career he should join the business; and he joined us at
LineOMatic.

Q

How is your equation with Swapnil in the business?
How do you resolve your difference of views?

A: [Here Swapnil pitched in] My father-in-law has built the
business from scratch. Of course we have our own views and
differences, however, I always respect his years of working and

OWTH
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any, Swapnil Patel share the secrets of their business that makes them
Book Day.

experience with the business. He has worked right from being
a worker in the company to taking it to the level we are at right
now. He knows the realities of the business. He is a disciplined
person, therefore, our workforce also follows a certain
discipline of timings, work culture, and the clutter-free working
environment in the company.
When I joined the business, the company was established in the
market. My contribution in the company is focused on building
LineOMatic as a strong brand. My inputs were focused in this
specific area.

Q

How do you think Swapnil is doing in the company?
How do you think he can take forward the
company?

A: He began with marketing. He has done a good job with
domestic and export markets. He has learned a lot from
aftersales and parts supply, despite him not being from the
engineering or mechanical background. He is focused on
management. He has controlled all the fields well from the
management aspect of the business.
At times we face differences. There is generation gap between
us. We are two distinct individuals after all. But we find
solutions every time. This is also true because my disciplinarian
nature is well appreciated and emulated by Swapnil as well.

Q

What are you immediate future plans? The digital
is gaining momentum in India as well, do you have
any plans in those directions?

A: We are closing the loop on manufacturing of a short-run
digital machine. It will also feature roll-to-book line. Our current
online machine will see the printing tower replacement in the
new machine. The current printing tower will be replaced with
the digital printing technology. This will ensure quick training
of the operators, supervisors, and managers who use our
existing machines. The new machine will enable the printers to
manufacture small quantities of the small, two-colour to fourcolour story books.

all the investment in inventory and storage. The production as
well as the deliveries will be quicker and cost efficient.
Our competition in the digital does not have options for in-line
binding; it is offline. LineOMatic machines provides roll-toproduct solution – it is not only simple and quicker but also
customer- and market-focused. The market is moving towards
print-on-demand and we are getting ready to cater to our
customers. We are looking forward to launching this machine in
India by the end of this calendar year.

Q

Aftersales, servicing and the spare parts
availability are important factors in maintaining
the machinery. How do you innovate on this front?

A: We have invested in the right technologies from the
beginning to ensure customer satisfaction. Aftersales, machine
maintenance, and parts availability are important to ensure
long-term customer relationship and satisfaction.
We have a control room at our manufacturing facility in Gujarat
where we monitor every installed automatic machine across 60
countries. We know when the machines are due for servicing,
what part, and what crucial parts will need preventive
maintenance to keep the machine running smoothly. Going
forward, we also monitor if the customers are using the correct
consumables. If the customer uses lower grade consumable, we
can intimate the customer or altogether disable the machine
from the central control room to avoid damage to our machine.
In India, our service engineers are equipped with a mobile
application. The application tells them the location of other
service engineers, the nature and the location of the troubled

“India will witness growth in printing.
Print will go a long way in India;
we have to explore the options for
application,” Says – Uday Patel

I thought of this new machine after talking to a number of
publishers in Mumbai. Currently they have to print in the bigger
lots of 10,000 or more copies. After investing in printing copies
at such scale, they have to further invest in storage of these
books. Thus, the investment is locked in the inventory, storage
and its maintenance. Our machine will allow them to print as
small a quantity as 50 copies as per the demand, eliminating
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Control room at the manufacturing facility in Gujarat, where every installed automatic machine is monitored across 60 countries.

equippment, and the quickest route and mode of transport to
reach the customer location. The nearest engineer can book
for the travel to reach to the customer location from within the
application. This ensures that our engineers reach the customer
location in the least amount of time, with the most efficient
mode of transport, and with required solution to the problem.
The engineers, thus, reach our customer locations with the
knowledge of the problem and the solution to troubleshoot it.
That distinguishes is the fact that all this technology
development is done in-house. We are the only indigenous
company that develop, deploy and use such technologies to
ensure efficient and effective aftersales service to our customers.
Going forward we also want to incentivise our service engineers
based on their performance. This will improve our performance
because each engineer will be more attentive of the job – right
from the installation of the machine.

Q

What is the success mantra for your company? You
have so many innovations to your credit, how do
you do it?

A: [Swapnil] First of all, he deeply involves himself in the
research and development process. He comes up with many
ideas; he nurtures them for years; and finally the products are
refined with his keen suggestions.
His passion for work, the quest for achieving the best, and his
strong customer-focused approach to business has rubbed off all
of us. Today, within the company there is competition amongst
the departments to perform better, deliver better, and innovate.
I think the involvement of each and every member of this
company in making the best and doing something to take things
forward helps us innovate and deliver quality to our customers.

Since inception of the company, we have set benchmarks for
ourselves and for the industry with high quality products. To
match and transcend those benchmarks is a difficult process for
the current generation in the company, yet at the same time it
is an inspiration to achieve those benchmarks by putting all our
efforts and energies. We are hungry to do more.

Q

How do you ensure career progression and
training?

A: We follow a unique career progression policy in our company.
Educational qualifications don’t matter here; if you do a good
job and show exceptional skill through self motivation, you will
climb up the ladder. This has kept people motivated to perform,
update and progress in the company.
We have had many machine operators and workers who have
become supervisors and managers. We support them with
appropriate training to shoulder the responsibilities of the new
roles.
The basic required criterion are simple: computer literacy,
language proficiency, and managing people such as the visitors,
suppliers etc. And we support them with training. Uday bhai has
personally groomed many of our people – from as simple things
as the haircuts and dressing sense.
Our concept is simple: each and every employee must aspire to
be like Uday bhai.

Q

Where do you see growth opportunities for
LineOMatic in the future?

A: India is growing. As literacy will increase the demand for
books is bound to increase. Also, the government initiatives like
the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan are emphasising on education for

LineOMatic uses Solar Energy at Its Manufacturing facility
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all. The participation of the state governments, the nongovernmental organisations, publishers and more such
stakeholders, the volume is growing. Simultaneously, the
Far Eastern, African countries are charting their growth
paths. As they will grow, the demand and the volumes
will increase in those markets. The outlook for our sector
is very positive for market in India as well as in the
growing economies of the world.

Q

How would you compare your, and in
general India-made, machinery with the
Chinese products?

A: In terms of quality we definitely are quite superior
to the Chinese. Not just the LineOMatic but the Indian
industry as a whole. The reason for high-quality of our products
is because we benchmark ourselves with the best of the industry.
We don’t want our customers to compare our products with
German products and choose them. We want to be equal or
better than our competition.
Also, our customer-focus sets us apart in the market. We
strive to keep our customers satisfied all the time. Even if
the customer problem is difficult to solve, we learn from the
experience, improve upon our service
the next time. The customers see and
appreciate our efforts.

Q

You are present in 60
countries of the world.
What literature do you supply
with your machines, especially
shipped to the non-English
speaking countries?

A: The machines are manufactured

of French besides English. So is the case for other languages
such as Spanish, Arabic, and more. The programmes are made
such for all our machines.

Q

Uday bhai, we know your passion for work. But
what do you do besides work? What are your
passions and hobbies besides work?

A: I don’t get spare time from business. Before I end my day

We follow a unique career progression
policy in our company. Educational
qualifications don’t matter here; if you
do a good job and show exceptional skill
through self motivation, you will climb up
the ladder. This has kept people motivated
to perform, update and progress in the
company. – Swapnil Patel.

with English as the default language
for user interfaces, menus, etc.
however, the languages are
customised to the region or the country it is going to be shipped
to. If the machine goes to France or Senegal in Africa, where
French is spoken and understood, we ensure they get the option
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Swapnil Patel with Uday Patel

and go to bed, I plan for the next day. Even
in the middle of night I wake up, I start
working or sometimes I straight come to the
office.
For all these years in the business, I have not
sat in the cabin for long. I keep travelling
and exploring the opportunities for business
and improvement. Even if I am sitting idle in
my couch, I am constantly thinking about the
areas of improvement in the company and in
the business.

I have not thought about myself so far – I
don’t have any hobby besides my business.
And of course, I like to spend time with my family so sometimes,
maybe once a year, I go on a holiday with them. But this is also
a very recent practice.



Tushar Dhote at LineOMatic

INVESTING IN A PRINTER
WITHOUT FIERY IS A
®

COMPROMISE YOU’LL REGRET.

Don’t compromise your printer ROI and business success. You can build a
more profitable business with the unparalleled strength of Fiery® technology.
You’ll process files faster, produce higher quality prints, and lower total costs
with automated workflows. That’s why 70% of successful digital printers use
Fiery digital front ends every day.*
We wrote the e-book on digital front ends. Get it free now at
fiery.efi.com/DFEinvest-uk

LET US BE THE FUEL

* 2012 InfoTrends study of the U.S. market “Digital Front Ends: Understanding Market Dynamics and Customer Requirements.”
Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services. EFI, FabriVU, Fiery and VUTEk are trademarks of Electronics For Imaging, Inc.
and/or its wholly owned subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or certain other countries. ©2017 Electronics For Imaging, Inc. All rights reserved.
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PRINT FOR THE WORLD OF TECH
Printed electronics are blurring the lines between the conventionally printed products and the cutting-edge techproducts; as both use the same printing technologies. Are you ready to explore this new world of tech?
With each innovation in the field of printed electronics,
conductive inks, and materials that could be printed with
conventional printed with Technologies, the lines are blurring
between the conventionally printed products and the cuttingedge, modern, and smart products. And with such innovation,
the print industry gets a new a range of opportunities to add
value with the existing printing technology, and participate in
the new and rapidly evolving field of technology.

Cutting-edge ink for the self-healing
electronics

the ink to heal itself. The devices repair tears as wide as 3
millimetres - a new record in the field of self-healing systems.
“Our work holds considerable promise for widespread
practical applications for long-lasting printed electronic
devices,” said Joseph Wang, Director of the Center for
Wearable Sensors and Chairperson of the nanoengineering
department at UCSD. The new ink could be used to print
batteries, electrochemical sensors and wearable, textilebased electrical circuits.

The existing self-healing materials
requite an external trigger to kickstart the healing process that takes
anywhere between a few minutes to
several days. The system developed
by Mr Wang and the team does
not require any outside catalyst.
The damage is repaired within .05
seconds!

The engineers at the Jacobs School of
Engineering, University of California,
San Diego (UCSD) have developed a
new magnetic ink to print self-healing
electronics. The key ingredient for the
ink is microparticles oriented in a certain
configuration by a magnetic field. Because
of the way they are oriented, particles
on both sides of a tear are magnetically
attracted to one another, causing a device printed with

The existing self-healing materials requite
an external trigger to kick-start the healing
process that takes anywhere between
a few minutes to several days. “We
wanted to develop a smart system with
impressive self-healing abilities with easyto-find, inexpensive materials,” said Amay
Bandodkar, one of the papers’ first authors,
who earned his Ph.D. in Wang’s lab and
is now a postdoctoral researcher at the
Northwestern University. The system developed by Mr Wang

UCSD researchers have developed a magnetic ink that prints self-healing electronics Image: University of California, San Diego
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chuan-wang-with-smart-fabric.jpg Chuan Wang, Assistant Professor of engineering at MSU, displays the stretchable
electronic material he and his research team have developed in his lab. Image: Kurt Stepnitz

and the team does not require any outside
catalyst. The damage is repaired within .05
seconds!

Sretching limits of display

These are some of the potential
applications of the stretchable
smart fabric developed in the lab of
Chuan Wang, Assistant Professor of
electrical and computer engineering.
And because the material can be
produced on a standard printer, it
has a major potential cost advantage
over current technologies that are
expensive to manufacture.

Engineering researchers at Michigan State
University (MSU) have developed the first
stretchable integrated circuit that is made
entirely using an inkjet printer, raising the
possibility of inexpensive mass production
of smart fabric. Imagine: an ultrathin smart
tablet that can be stretched from mini-size to extra large.
Or a rubber band-like wrist monitor that measures one’s
heartbeat. Or wallpaper that turns an entire wall into an
electronic display.

These are some of the potential applications of the
stretchable smart fabric developed in the lab of Chuan Wang,
Assistant Professor of electrical and computer engineering.
And because the material can be produced on a standard
printer, it has a major potential cost advantage over current
technologies that are expensive to manufacture. “We can
conceivably make the costs of producing flexible electronics
comparable to the costs of printing newspapers,” said Wang.
“Our work could soon lead to printed displays that can easily

be stretched to larger sizes, as well as
wearable electronics and soft robotics
applications.”
The smart fabric is made up of several
materials fabricated from nanomaterials
and organic compounds. These compounds
are dissolved in solution to produce
different electronic inks, which are run
through the printer to make the devices.

Conceivably, Wang said, the stretchable
electronic fabric can be folded and put in
one’s pocket without breaking. This is an advantage over
current ‘flexible’ electronics material technology that cannot
be folded.

Source: http://jacobsschool.ucsd.edu/news/news_releases/
release.sfe?id=2056 and http://msutoday.msu.edu/
news/2017/is-a-stretchable-smart-tablet-in-our-future/?utm_
campaign=media-pitch&utm_medium=email

Scan the QR code to watch the circuit
healing itself in just a few seconds.
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Kodak to retain PROSPER inkjet business
Eastman Kodak Company (Kodak) recently announced that it
will retain its PROSPER inkjet business. The decision was made
following in-depth management review of business operations
and multiple discussions with prospective buyers.
“This is a pragmatic decision given the improvements in the
business and the offers received,” said Jeff Clarke, Kodak’s
Chief Executive Officer. “PROSPER performed well in 2016 with
a 40% increase in annuity sales for the full year. We expect our
Enterprise Inkjet Systems Division (EISD) to be profitable this
year, including our next-generation ULTRASTREAM investment.”
Kodak will continue to invest in its ULTRASTREAM program and
has entered into letters of intent with partners which will create
new applications that drive market demand for the technology.
Kodak will begin delivering ULTRASTREAM evaluation
kits to 17 companies, including Fuji Kikai, GOSS
China, Matti, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Printing & Packaging Machinery
(MHI-PPM) and Uteco,
to explore the

integration of ULTRASTREAM into their future printing solutions.
Kodak expects products built on ULTRASTREAM technology to
go to market in 2019.
“Kodak will continue to evaluate and act on opportunities to
improve shareholder value through acquisitions, partnerships,
and sales of businesses within its portfolio,” said Mr Clarke.
”The sale process for PROSPER which we conducted over the past
year was robust,” said David Bullwinkle, Kodak Chief Financial
Officer. “We hired Sagent Advisors, which solicited interest
from global organizations. Strong interest in the business and
technology existed throughout the process. While we had
multiple offers, the range of consideration did not reflect the
value of the business today,”
he added.
Kodak will recast financial
results to reclassify PROSPER
into continuing operations
of the company within the
Enterprise Inkjet Systems
Division. Kodak has been
accounting for PROSPER in
discontinued operations as
an asset available for sale and will
provide an update of this reclassification
on its next quarterly earnings call.

“PROSPER performed well in 2016 with a 40%
increase in annuity sales for the full year,” said
Jeff Clarke, Kodak’s Chief Executive Officer



UPDATE TO PDFTOOLBOX
Callas software, market leader for automated PDF quality control and archival solutions, recently released the version 9.2
of its pdfToolbox product line. The primary new feature in pdfToolbox 9.2 is the ability to search for fix-ups, checks, profiles
across multiple libraries, but a host of smaller features can be found throughout the product.
Libraries have transformed the way people work with checks, fixups, profiles and process plans: the ability to store those by
product or client for example is a great time-saver. In the pdfToolbox 9.2, there is the ability to see all checks, fixups, etc. with
the containing library next to it, and there is a separate ‘Search Libraries’ window to enable very detailed searches.
The power of Variables in pdfToolbox is unlimited as of the introduction of Javascript variables in version 9. Up to now, you
have no choice as to edit Variables inside the Variable window in pdfToolbox, but version 9.2 offers the ability to open a
Variable in your standard text editor, so you can edit it in your preferred script editing environment. This gives you easier
access to syntax colouring, code completion and tools, such as Javascript, checking (with lint for example) inside that editor.
The new update release introduces many more smaller features. To know more and for further inquiries, please
visit www.callassoftware.com
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Sonora available in Asia
Kodak announced in March this year that the KODAK SONORA UV
Process Free Plate, the latest addition to the company’s processfree technology portfolio, will be available in Asia, Australia and
New Zealand, Middle East, and the European markets.
SONORA UV Plates expand the capability of Kodak’s process free
plate portfolio to an even wider group of print service providers.
They are capable of delivering longer run lengths for UV print
applications than any other process free plate – up to 30,000
impressions. This allows printers to take advantage of both the
environmental and economic benefits of process free plates and
the expanded set of opportunities associated with UV technology,
including flexibility, high print quality, and faster drying times.

SONORA UV is based on technology used in the popular SONORA
XJ Process Free Plate that has been commercially available in
Japan since 2016. In the pressroom, SONORA Plates, like the
flagship XP version work with your existing press set-up and
sequences. They are capable of running on sheetfed, heatset
web, and commercial cold-set presses and can run applications
such as commercial print, newspapers, offset packaging, and
UV. For packaging printers, the SONORA UV Plates is a very
exciting development, as it now meets the rigorous demands
of UV print applications increasingly used by today’s packaging
and commercial printers, but it will also enable printers to take
advantage of both the environmental and economic benefits of
process free plates.
“Kodak is committed to investing in R&D that advances the
capabilities of print service providers and equips them to
offer a wider range of applications and tackle new markets
while accomplishing all that in the most environmentally
way possible,” said Richard Rindo, GM Worldwide Offset
Print and VP Print Systems Division, Kodak. “Over 3,000
customers around the world are yielding significant cost
and environmental benefits from SONORA and with Kodak
manufacturing facilities now located in the USA, Europe, Japan
and China, printers across the globe benefit from faster supply,
support and customer service.”
Read more about the many benefits the SONORA Process Free
Plates are delivering to printers around the world at
www.kodak.com/go/sonorablogs.



Kodak Sonora UV plates are capable of delivering longer run lengths for UV print
applications than any other process free plate – up to 30,000 impressions.

PERFECT PROCESSING FOR HIGH-QUALITY PDF PRINTING
Esko recently confirmed the compatibility of the Esko Software Platform with new Ghent Workgroup PDF Output Suite version
5.0 . All 48 test patches in the output suite were processed perfectly using Esko Software Platform applications and workflows.
The Ghent Workgroup PDF Output Suite version 5.0 ensures workflows are fully compliant with PDF/X-4 to help a significant
portion of the printing and packaging industry reach new, higher levels of production accuracy. It is distributed as a series of
PDF patches that can be applied by end users of graphic arts equipment as well as developers of applications handling PDF
files. Results of processing the output suite in an Esko workflow were verified by the GWG Process Control Subcommittee. Esko
was the first company to achieve perfect results across its entire software suite.
Ghent Workgroup PDF Output Suite version 5.0 was created for users who process PDF files in the
graphic arts industry, as an aid to determine whether their workflows are conforming to the PDF/X
standards. It helps determine whether workflows are behaving as expected and identify errors quickly
and easily before any errors can impact customer work. The most important tool of the version 5.0
package is a six-page PDF with an amalgamation of 48 patches ready to start testing immediately. Each
patch tests a specific property of a PDF/X file. The patches can be used on their own, but the intention
of the suite is that the patches are grouped together for more effective testing.
The version 5.0 contains additional patches to test ICC based objects allowed in PDF/X-4. The Ghent Workgroup added
these new patches to test device independent workflows. The patches do not use ICC-based blending spaces in isolated
transparency groups since their processing is not clearly defined in PDF 1.6.
For more details about the Ghent PDF Output Suite version 5.0 please visit http://tinyurl.com/zltzhmu.
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Lessons in lamination
Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-filled, FAQ-format articles by K. Panthala Selvan, an
UGRA certified expert and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based Pressman Academy
for Print Education and Resources.
Why Lamination?

•

Cutting of laminated prints may cause local tension on the
edges and subsequent loss of lamination (the effects of blunt
blades, incorrect combination of film and substrate, rough
handling). While cutting, it is recommended to leave the edge of
the laminating film on the print as the film binds better with the
substrate than with the printed area.

•

In single-face lamination, the tension generated between the film
and substrate may result in the loss of flatness (curling). Two-face
lamination offers better protection of the printed material from the
environment, especially from moisture and dirt.

•

Beware of dusty environments. The surface of the printed matter
must be free of particles of the dusting media and dust. This is
where the surface is not perfectly covered with the glue: this
leads to the existence of air cavities that disperse the light; the
phenomenon is known as silvering.

•

The selection of lamination conditions depends on the type and use
of the printed matter; the selected method must be tested first.

•

The substrate for lamination should be smooth; the glue should
only penetrate the top layer (i.e. not seep through the paper sheet
structure to the untreated face).

•

Printing ink should be low in wax and should contain pigments
that cannot react with the glue or the potential UV radiation.
Lamination of metallic prints tends to be complicated as the shape
and material of metallic pigments leads to lower binding capacity
of the glue layer.

Lamination is a technology that allows for improvement of both, the
mechanical and the optical properties of prints, by application of an
optically transparent polymer foil under high pressure to one or both
sides of the printed substrate.
Lamination serves to improve the properties of the printed substrate
by adding the following qualities:
•

Higher mechanical durability and toughness

•

Better appearance of the printed document

•

Higher resistance to abrasion, lower proclivity to corrosion from
human skin

•

Higher resistance of the print to UV radiation

•

Impermeability against moisture

Laminated sheets are easily workable in technology operations such
as dry lamination, punch cutting, spot coating, etc.

What factors affect lamination?
The result of laminating a sheet of printed substrate is subject to
several factors that also interact with one another. These factors
include:
• The selected lamination technology
• Laminating film
• Glue layer
• Laminating machine
• Printed matter (printed material, the ink type used, the printing
method)
•

Single- or two-side lamination

In consideration of the factors mentioned above, these are general
principles for high-quality lamination:
•

Prior to lamination, the printed matter must be perfectly dry as
the remaining solvents might react with the glue, which would
lead to the loss of adhesion strength in the affected locations.

•

High humidity delays the drying process. For example, at
humidity levels 70-80%, lamination may not be performed until
at least 24 hours after printing.

•

The adhesive power of the glue changes over time (it usually
improves); therefore, any other finishing operations should be
performed some time after lamination – the laminated material
ought to be left to ‘rest’ for at least an hour or more.

•

Laminating film usually binds better with unprinted substrate
than with the layer of ink. It is recommended that the laminating
film should overlap into the print margin.

•

Laminating film should not be stretched during the process. The
film might have a tendency to relax: this could lead to wrinkling,
loss of lamination, or other defects.
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How does the printed matter affect the quality of
lamination?
Paper
Properties of the paper that affect the result of lamination:
•
•
•
•
•

Structure and surface properties of the paper sheet (smoothness or
porosity)
Orientation of fibres
Areal weight of the sheet
Humidity
Sheet size

The smoothness
or porosity of
the lamination
substrate affects
the quality
of the film’s
binding to the
paper (how
easily the glue
penetrates
the paper
structure) and
the possibility
of silvering.

Lamination is a technology that allows for improvement of
both, the mechanical and the optical properties of prints, by
application of an optically transparent polymer foil under
high pressure to one or both sides of the printed substrate.

ASSOCIATION NEWS
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Refer to the
structure
and surface
properties of
the paper to
adjust the
pressure of
the lamination
process
(depending
on the paper
pore size).
For instance,
use higher
The printing ink used and the properties
of the ink layer are the key factors that affect the binding capacity
lamination
of the lamination film or of the glue to the printed surface
pressure in
smooth and
coated paper. It is better to laminate paper sheets in a direction
where the fibres of the paper are parallel to the lamination roller. It
is not obligatory, however, according to our experience, this way
prevents wrinkling much better.

The ink thickness parameter is important especially when laminating
printed matters made in digital printing equipment. When compared to
the traditional offset printing method, the ink layer in the digital output
is thicker and the ink does not penetrate the paper structure so deeply. In
this case, it is important that the glue of the lamination film be applied
continuously throughout the surface of the printed matter, especially in
the vicinity of elevated print points.

The areal weight of the lamination substrate affects the likelihood
of wrinkling and loss of sheet flatness (curling). In particular, sheets
of low areal weight pose problems. Wrinkling may be eliminated
by bending the sheet before the laminating roller using a bar. To
prevent curling after single-face lamination, use a straightening
bar to bend the laminated paper one more time. If the sheets prior
to lamination are high in moisture, the binding capacity might be
reduced through catching of water vapour under the film. This
generates an optical defect that is known as silvering. Absolute
moisture of the laminated sheets higher than 10% leads to
considerable reduction of paper strength, to waviness of the sheets
and occurrence of wrinkles.

• Rate of areas out of register (thickness of the ink layer)

When laminating sheets of various sizes, the regularity of
temperature on the laminating roller may vary depending on the
temperature profile of the roller. When laminating sheets of small
sizes, the true temperature of the lamination process might differ
from the value recorded by the sensor as more heat is consumed
in the centre of the roller than the edges where the temperature
sensors are typically located.

Print ink
Properties of the print ink that affect the result of lamination:
• Type of printing ink (offset printing ink, digital print toner, special
printing inks with specific optical and other effects, etc.) and the
related composition of the ink (type of the binder structure and its
presence in the printing ink, type of pigment), wax content etc.
• Thickness of the ink layer (adhesive capacity of the printing ink)

If the printed ink has not dried completely, wrinkling may occur. The type
of pigment used in the production of the printing ink affects the binding
capacity of the glue and ink layers (the pigment structure in metallic
inks deters the lamination process) or even changes the chromaticity of
the printed matter (some pigments may be heat-sensitive and the hot
temperature of lamination might change the colour of the print). So the
ink supplier should be intimated about the sealing type while placing
order for ink.

Nature of the printed image
Properties of the printed image that affect the result of lamination:
• Surface coverage of the substrate with ink (ratio of solid and unprinted
areas on the sheet)
• Size of unprinted margins
Laminating film binds better with unprinted substrate than with the layer
of ink. The higher the area coverage with ink and the thickness of the ink
layer, the lower the binding capacity of the laminating film will be.
The size of unprinted margins on the sheet is also very important. A
small pocket of air exists in the location of the sheet margin under
the laminating film; the pocket can be a source of complications if the
margin is covered with ink and not clean substrate (full-format printing).
The above is accelerated if the paper has high areal weight and the
lamination process is fast. The roller pressure might extend an air pocket
(bubble) into a long band where the lamination has not glued.

Printing Method
The influence of the printing method on the result of lamination:
• Finalisation of the printed matter upon extraction from the printing
equipment (toner curing in digital printing equipment, dusting in offset
printing, etc.)
• Any surface treatment of the printed matter prior to lamination affects
the final quality of lamination. Fixation oil on the surface of some
digital prints, dust on offset prints, or even coating leads to lower
binding capacity of the glue layer to the print and silvering occurs.
To learn more, don’t miss the following issue of the Print Bulletin. The
article will continue in the next issue.

Learn more from PAPER

The knowledge partner for this series of articles is Pressman Academy,
• Ink drying rate, method of curing
a Chennai-based print consultancy with a service centre in Mumbai.
The printing ink used and the properties of the ink layer are the key
Pressman Academy for Print Education and Resources or PAPER is popular
factors that affect the binding capacity of the lamination film or of
for press calibration, pressroom standardisation, designing workflow,
the glue to the printed surface. Low binding capacity of the glue and
implementing quality check process, conducting seminars, conducting
ink layer may be caused by the reaction of solvents or other oils in
on-site teaching sessions for operators and more. The Academy also
the ink with the glue (the glue might lose its ‘stickiness’). The above maintains a technical WhatsApp group – Print Quality Techniques. To join
is subject to the type of printing ink, i.e. it chemical composition,
the group send request to pressmansolutions@gmail.com or WhatsApp
and to the thickness of the ink layer.
to 9962 247 365.
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Vishful Thinking
In this column, out industry veteran Vishwanath Shetty of The PrintWorks presents us his
tongue-in-cheek view of the recent political news.
Sidhu, that’s a no ball
As the Chief Minister (CM) of Punjab, Amrinder Singh wanted to verify
the legality of a minister, Navjot Singh Sidhu: is Mr Sidhu continuing
any other business or commercial activities while being a minister?
The Solicitor General Mukul Rohtagi has clearly stated that a person in
public service, including a minister, has to take up the responsibility
24x7. However, Mr Sidhu wants to continue with the popular comedy
television show with Kapil Sharma. The newspapers on March 23
reported Mr Sidhu’s statement: “What I do between 1900 hrs and 0600
hrs is nobody’s business.” He clearly wants to continue the show while
occupying the post of the Cultural Minister. Isn’t it being vishful that a
minister thinks ‘his duty to the government is only during the day and
what he does during the night, is not anybody’s concern’? What culture
are we setting here?
Will time heal the wounds?
We haven’t forgotten the horrible visuals flashing on the television
screens a few days ago showing the Member of Parliament from Shiv
Sena (SS), Ravindra Gaikwad, beating an Air India manager with a
sandal. The MP hit the senior manager of the state-run Air India 25
times for not providing a business class seat on the Delhi-bound flight,
that had no business class! After the incident, Mr Gaikwad had to
return to Osmanabad, his constituency in Maharashtra by train. He was
summoned by the party chief, Udhav Thackeray to seek explanation. Mr
Thackeray, however, called off the meeting to avoid media attention
and further fuel the controversy. Mr Gaikwad later tried to book a seat
on multiple flights Delhi, from multiple locations such as Pune, Mumbai,
and even Hyderabad, but he could not hoodwink the computers and
the determined commercial airlines in India. Vishfully, time is the best
healer; SS hopes that people will forget the incident. Isn’t it time SS
takes a stand on such unruly behaviour and bring some dignity to their
own party?
Government for bailout

played his cards well. Mr Bhagwat quickly stopped all the speculations
by calling his nomination as ‘media entertainment’. It was really vishful
of SS, however, to push the name of the most respected man by BJP not
acceptable for the nomination. A sure way to create a rift in a rock solid
party!
The enemy called EVM
As per the news reports on April 14, Veerappa Moily, former Union
Law Minister and a senior Congress leader said, “The integrity of the
electronic voting machines (EVMs) is beyond doubt. The opposition to
its use only shows the defeatist mindset.” He also expressed dismay at
the Congress aligning with the regional parties that were looking for
reasons to attribute their defeat in the recent state elections. Is Moily
vishful that his thoughts would be paid heed to or is there a design in his
communication?
A friendship of compulsion
Enemy of an enemy is a friend. Does it really work in Indian politics?
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi and the former CM of Uttar Pradesh (UP)
and the Samajwadi Party (SP) leader Akhilesh Yadav joined hands in the
recent state elections to keep away BJP. The alliance failed miserably. Now
the Bahujan Samaj Party supremo, Mayawati has reportedly said that she
is ready to join hands even with the arch rival SP to defeat BJP in the 2019
general elections. Vishful indeed are the ways, when these politicians do
not learn from their experience and overlook the ‘once bitten; twice shy’
dictum.
On April 17, Economics Times reported that the former CM of Karnataka,
H.D. Kumaraswamy admits that the the next election will be agni pariksha
for his party – Janata Dal (Secular). He further claims, “Currently there is
a collective madness in the country as far as Mr Modi is concerned. And
the BJP has a single point agenda to wipe out all opposition to create a
Congress-mukt India.” Vishful that the opposition does not realise their
single point agenda: Defeat BJP at any cost; like the alliance with the hatehate parties – the Congress and SP in UP.

We all are aware of the defamation case filed against Arun Kejriwal,
CM of Delhi by the Union Finance Minister, Arun Jaitely. On April 4, the
newspapers and television channels reported that the r3.2 crore bill
was raised by the senior lawyer Ram Jethmalani. The bill includes the
fees for the high power legal battle, filing the case, and appearance
charges at rate r22 lac per appearance. When Mr Kejriwal was
questioned about why the fees for the case filed against him as an
individual be paid by the government, he quipped, “I spoke as the CM
of Delhi hence the government should foot the bill.” The hefty bill was
approved for payment by the Deputy CM, Manish Sisodia. Is Kejriwal
vishful that if he loses the case, even the damages will be paid by the
Government?

As per the news reports of April 7, Pakistan banned the release of the
hugely popular Bollywood film, Dangal because Amir Khan, the coproducer and the lead actor, decided against the demand by Central
Board of Film Censors of Pakistan to delete the two scenes from the film
that showed the Indian national flag and the national anthem. Will Amir
Khan earn some brownie points with this decision, especially after having
talked about his thoughts about leaving the ‘intolerant India’? Or is it his
vishful thinking that the decision would restore his image amongst his
fans? Whichever way, he should get positive points for defending India’s
national symbols.

Creating a rift

Too vishful to be true?

All newspapers were abuzz in the last week of March with SS proposing
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) Chief, Mohan Bhagwat’s name
for the post of the President of India. Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP) faced
a serious dilemma. Though the most respected man from the parivar,
Mr Bhagwat may not be acceptable to the senior brass of BJP. Knowing
this well, Sanjay Raut, editor of Saamna, the SS-backed newspaper,

As reported by Times of India on April 12, the tiny union territory
of Daman and Diu, along with Gujarat, has decided that the liquor
prohibition is effectively implemented the state. Are they vishful in
presuming that the borders between Gujarat and Maharashtra are sealed
liquor-tight and corruption-free? There is no end to such vishful acts in
Indian politics.

A brownie point
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HEAD HELD HIGH
Iqbal Kherodawala of Printline Reproductions holds a mirror to us with his to-the-fact,
yet hilarious articles about our ‘typically Indian’ habits.
Although our country is famous – or infamous – for its infinite quirks,
nothing beats our total disregard for history, our culture, our spirit, and
our unity. A lot of travellers to India compare this great nation to many
countries within a mother nation, and it is never more obvious until you
travel all over India and see her changing hues every 100 kilometres. Yet,
and in spite of all these differences, what this nation gives to each one
of us is the belief that within these massive girth, the nation beats with
ONE Heart and ONE Soul.
We may have innumerable cancers spread across the body of our nation,
and an equal number of disrupters whose primary motive is to strike at
the ONE Heart and ONE Soul, but the 5,000 years of history will prove
them wrong.
I share a poem by the great Rabindranath Tagore, written approximately
a century years ago. This poem is relevant as a prayer for India of the
future. That time has now arrived after a 100 years, and it is time for us
to take stock.

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high
Where knowledge is free….
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments
By narrow domestic walls….
Where words come out from the depth of truth,
Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection,
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way,
Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit…..
Where the mind is led forward by thee
Into ever-widening thought and action…..
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake.
And now, what seems to have really happened in the last few years

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high
The mind is optimistic, awaiting acche din, wanting it to stay like
this forever, but the head is hung, with poverty, unemployment, fear
of government reprisal and wondering whether this push towards
‘development’ will truly benefit each one of us.

Where knowledge is free….

What I eat and what you shouldn’t eat is what determines us amongst
each other.

Where words come out from the depth of truth
The biggest joke of all….there is just no trusting anyone. You can’t trust
your leaders when they talk about sab ka saath, sab ka vikaas. You can’t
trust the opposition that has no issue except the devils of demonetisation.
You can’t trust the bureaucracy because it has its own black sheep. You
can’t trust the media, whose only job is to toe the line of its masters and
its over-vocal anchors. You can’t trust the doctors who diagnose you; you
can’t trust your educators who are hell-bent on distorting our history; you
can’t trust yourself to say that we will outrun China, the US, and all the
countries of this world. The ‘depth of truth’ has become a black hole from
which there is no escape.

Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards
perfection
There is now really no real ‘tireless striving.’ Everyone, including the new
generation, wants to make the easy buck. There is no zeal for perfection.
What can we talk about a nation which tom toms jugaad as a proud
achievement, knowing fully well that jugaad is only a short-term solution.
Innovation and inventiveness is what will take this great nation ahead. It
has conveniently forgotten Aryabhatta and his mathematics, Sushruta and
his surgery, and the Bhabhas, the Boses and the Kalams from the recent
generation of the scientists and innovators who contributed significantly to
the progress of our nation.

Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way,
Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit...
‘Reason’ is almost always a ‘clear stream’ and it can never be muddled
by the bulldozing tactics of the lout and the noisy. Attacking freedom of
speech, attacking young people whose only pastime is plain unadulterated
love, attacking people because they have different eating habits, attacking
people who raise their voices against injustice are all signs of a complete
disregard for ‘reason’, and such waters which flood this great nation can
never be clear and sparkling.

Where the mind is led forward by thee
Into ever-widening thought and action...
Ancient and mediaeval India attracted scholars and philosophers from
all across the world because it treated education, culture and peace as
a given. The country which should lead the entire world with its ‘mind,’
its ‘heart,’ and its ‘soul.’ It is definitely a motherland that is led by the
Almighty and He intended to bless it with thought and action, never a
thoughtless action.

Yes, it is…but at a great cost. For the ‘have-nots’, it is free only in
government schools, but it comes with a rider of poisonous mid-day
meals, unenthusiastic teachers, filthy classrooms and corrupt educators
whose intention is to distort history and sell figments of imagination.
And for the ‘haves’, education is NOT free, it is costly, it comes with a
back-breaking price, it makes their children yearn to go abroad, and the Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country
chasm between ‘knowledge’ and ‘education’ is widening more than ever. awake.
And finally, a wakeup call to the Hindustani from Leh in Kashmir, to the
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments
Hindustani from Kanyakumari, from the Hindustani of Bhuj to the Hindustani
By narrow domestic walls….
of Itanagar in Arunachal Pradesh, let’s bring back the land of milk and honey;
‘Our’ world, our India, has thick dividing walls. No state in India sees
the land which attracted the Chinese explorers, the Greek emperors and the
eye-to-eye, nobody wants you to forget that you are not the son-ofPersian and Afghan warlords to attack this country for its riches, for its culture
the-soil if you are not born in the state you migrate for education, work
and for its all-encompassing arms. The country which welcomed the Aryans,
or to earn a living. Nobody lets you forget even after having lived for
the Muslims, the Parsis and absorbed them amongst its milieu.
3-4 generations that you are either not a ‘Gujarati’ or a ‘Marathi’ or a
It is indeed high time for this country to awake...
‘Kannadiga’ or a ‘Tamilian’ or a ‘Rajput’ or a ‘Jat’ and so on and so forth.
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